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principles for advancing research methods and approaches
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ABSTRACT. The study of social-ecological systems (SES) has been significantly shaped by insights from research on complex adaptive
systems (CAS). We offer a brief overview of the conceptual integration of CAS research and its implications for the advancement of
SES studies and methods. We propose a conceptual typology of six organizing principles of CAS based on a comparison of leading
scholars’ classifications of CAS features and properties. This typology clusters together similar underlying organizing principles of the
features and attributes of CAS, and serves as a heuristic framework for identifying methods and approaches that account for the key
features of SES. These principles can help identify appropriate methods and approaches for studying SES. We discuss three main
implications of studying and engaging with SES as CAS. First, there needs to be a shift in focus when studying the dynamics and
interactions in SES, to better capture the nature of the organizing principles that characterize SES behavior. Second, realizing that the
nature of the intertwined social-ecological relations is complex has real consequences for how we choose methods and practical
approaches for observing and studying SES interactions. Third, engagement with SES as CAS poses normative challenges for problemoriented researchers and practitioners taking on real-world challenges.
Key Words: complex adaptive systems; normative implications; ontology; social-ecological systems; typology of systemic features and
dynamics
INTRODUCTION
Navigating the environmental and societal challenges that mark
the new geological era of the Anthropocene (Steffen et al. 2011,
2018) pose major challenges to researchers, policy makers, and
civil society organizations because they are becoming increasingly
dependent on research and practice-orientated approaches that
render a deepened understanding of the nature and implications
of the dynamic interactions that link ecosystems and human
societies (Folke et al. 2016). Major research programs that study
global environmental change processes and sustainable human
development pathways such as Future Earth (Rockström 2016),
and policy frameworks such as the Sustainable Development
Goals (Díaz et al. 2015, Fischer et al. 2015) allude to the fact that
these challenges are best tackled from a complex adaptive systems
(CAS) perspective (Levin et al. 2013, Reyers et al. 2018). For a
new generation of students and practitioners entering this field,
CAS research might seem to be a readily available, coherent, and
well-established body of knowledge for investigating socialecological systems (SES) behavior. In reality, however, finding
one’s way through the theories and concepts that constitute CAS
research is often a challenging journey (Haider et al. 2018).
Furthermore, the implications of CAS for identifying which
aspects and features of SES to research, and understanding what
methods and approaches are suited to studying these features, as
well as considering the ethical implications of a CAS approach,
are generally under appreciated.
To date, the conceptual framing of SES as CAS has substantially
supported the recognition that human systems and ecosystems
are inextricably linked (Berkes et al. 2003, Díaz et al. 2006,
Summers et al. 2012, Wu 2013). Moreover, this approach has
emerged as a significant field of research for understanding the
relations and feedbacks that shape the dynamics and features of
SES (Carpenter et al. 2012, Fischer et al. 2015). CAS concepts
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such as critical thresholds, tipping points, regime shifts (Carpenter
2003, Folke et al. 2011, Westley et al. 2011, Scheffer et al. 2012,
Hughes et al. 2013), cross-scale linkages, feedback loops, and
nonlinearities (Gunderson and Holling 2002, Walker et al. 2006,
Biggs et al. 2012) are widely used to identify and explain the
complex nature and associated patterns of SES behavior. The
integration of CAS concepts into SES research is also
demonstrated by the frameworks conceptualizing SES and
principles (Ostrom 2009, Crepin et al. 2012, Biggs et al. 2015a).
However, there has been limited systematic reflection on the
implications of CAS understanding for identifying relevant
methods and practical approaches to studying SES, and the
normative implications of CAS-based applications for SES
research (Biggs et al. 2015b, Reyers et al. 2015).
In this paper, we aim to provide an entry point to researchers,
decision makers, and social entrepreneurs who want to
operationalize CAS-based approaches in the study of SES. Thus,
this paper sets out to accomplish the following:
1. Give a brief overview of how the theoretical developments
in CAS studies influenced SES research to the extent that it
is now commonly accepted that SES are perceived to be CAS
(Berkes and Folke 1998, Norberg 2004, Levin 2005, Schoon
and van der Leeuw 2015, Hagstrom and Levin 2017);
2. Offer a conceptual typology of the defining attributes of
CAS that provides a heuristic framework to guide the
operationalization of CAS thinking. This typology clusters
different types of attributes and properties with similar
underlying causal explanations that organize part-whole
relations and thus, bring systems into being. This conceptual
typology aims to facilitate reflection of the practical
implications of CAS-based approaches, and assessment of
methods for studying, understanding, and governing CAS;
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3. Equip scholars in the field of SES research with a deeper
understanding as to why CAS-based approaches are
different to conventional disciplinary approaches; why it
matters; and what the implications are for methods and
approaches in SES research.
FROM SYSTEMS TO COMPLEX ADAPTIVE SOCIALECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
Since von Bertalanffy’s (1968) first conceptual formulation of an
overarching framework for understanding the organizing
principles of living systems, the notion of system and the
approach of systems thinking have both enjoyed widespread
application in a variety of disciplines. The field of systems theory
and practice developed in the mid-20th century as a response to
the limitations of traditional scientific approaches that studied
the behavior of living systems in terms of mechanistic and
reductionist assumptions (Hammond 2017). Seeking to
understand the nature of natural systems, Meadows (2008:2)
argues that a system comprises “a set of things — people, cells,
molecules, or whatever — interconnected in such a way that they
produce their own pattern of behavior over time.” This basic
description of a system suggests that through the dynamic
interactions between interconnected parts, systemic properties
emerge that cause systems to produce and maintain their own
patterns of behavior over time. Furthermore, the interlinked parts
of systems produce effects that are different from those of the
individual parts.
The notion of complexity, seen as a systems property, expands on
the ideas of systems thinking, and has been studied from a variety
of perspectives (Bateson 1979, Prigogine and Stengers 1984,
Rosen 1991, Holland 1995, Cilliers 1998, Arthur 1999, Levin
1999, Morin 2008). The terms complexity science and complexity
theory are often used interchangeably with complex adaptive
systems or even complexity. Despite this conceptual and semantic
diversity, the concepts and ideas that inform theories of
complexity have informed a wide range of disciplines (Midgley
2006, Cairney 2012, Boulton et al. 2015, Jörg 2017). Some authors
suggest that a prolific uptake and assimilation of concepts and
terminology has led to a “complexity turn” (Urry 2005), which
could eventually lead to a “paradigmatic turning point” (Morin
2008).
The widespread contemporary use of the term complexity might
suggest that a unified theory of complexity exists; however, this
is not the case (Thrift 1999, Chu et al. 2003). A closer investigation
reveals that multiple interpretations and lineages from various
disciplines inform definitions of the notion of complexity (Morin
2008, Woermann 2016). Nevertheless, a general and overarching
understanding, as well as vocabulary, of complexity has emerged
that is woven together by several different theories of complexity
(Rasch 1991, Chu et al. 2003, Alhadeff-Jones 2013), drawn from
a range of different fields of study[1].
The adoption and integration of this hybrid body of knowledge
called complexity theory in SES research has had far-reaching
effects in shaping this new interdisciplinary field of study (Schoon
and van der Leeuw 2015). The fundamental tenets of SES research
are based on the understanding that linked human and ecological
systems are CAS (Günther and Folke 1993, Berkes and Folke
1998, Holling 2001, Folke et al. 2004, 2016, Levin et al. 2013, Liu
et al. 2007, Rogers et al. 2013). This positioning forms the implicit

conceptual point of departure for SES research (Bodin and Tengö
2012, Binder et al. 2013, Cumming 2014, Schlüter et al. 2014,
Schoon and van der Leeuw 2015). The definitions of SES related
concepts such as resilience, adaptability, transformability, and
stewardship are all informed by the underlying assumptions that
inform our understanding of the characteristics and dynamics of
CAS (Folke et al. 2004, 2016, Walker et al. 2004, Levin et al. 2013).
Moreover, these assumptions have shaped the methods, theories,
and research approaches in the field of SES research and deeply
inform resilience thinking (Folke 2016), which has become a
prominent framework for understanding how change,
adaptation, and transformation are navigated in SES.
A brief overview of the place of complexity in the historical
development of SES, however, shows that this was not always the
case. In summarizing the development of the concept of resilience,
Folke (2006, 2016) explains how early work during the 1980s in
the field of adaptive ecosystem management, initially relied on
dynamical systems theory to argue in favor of more dynamic
models to analyze ecosystem structures and behavior. This was
an attempt to understand how institutions and the people
associated with them should be organized and managed.
However, during the 1990s, a series of publications introduced
the idea that ecological systems should be reframed as being
complex and adaptive in nature.
In a special landmark edition of the journal Ecosystems (1998),
Hartvigsen et al. (1998) argued that although systems theory had
been widely applied in the field of ecology, the analytical
limitations of traditional systems approaches meant that the
influence of processes of adaptation in ecosystem dynamics had
been overlooked. By characterizing ecosystem dynamics as
complex adaptive systems (and not only as complex systems),
researchers were given the tools to incorporate variability
(biodiversity) and adaptation in analyses of ecosystem
interaction. This led to a better understanding of how “patterns
and processes emerge and interact across levels of biological
organization, and across spatial and temporal scales” (Hartvigsen
et al. 1998:428). In the same edition, Levin (1998) and Milne
(1998) respectively argue that insights from complexity studies
could be very useful in understanding why and how ecological
systems could simultaneously maintain diversity and
individuality of components and what kinds of effects this
dynamic interaction has on the generation of novelty and the
overall development of the system.
The terms systems, complexity, and CAS are often used
interchangeably, but CAS should be perceived as a special instance
of systems. This understanding, therefore, extends the definition
of traditional systems theory by recognizing that CAS contain
adaptive components and capacities. Adaptive components allow
systems to change and evolve over time in response to feedbacks
and changes in the system context. This means that CAS have a
memory and the capacity to learn from previous responses and
configurations and thus, influence and shape current and future
system trajectories. Thus, CAS contain “no a priori assumptions
about key variables, emphasize nonlinear causal effects between
and within systems, and view system equilibrium as multiple,
temporary, and moving” (Duit and Galaz 2008:312).
During the years that followed, the argument that social and
ecological systems can be seen as interactive, linked systems was
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developed and strengthened by drawing on a comprehensive
understanding of the characteristics and dynamics of CAS
(Berkes and Folke 1998, Berkes et al. 2003, Gunderson and
Holling 2002). Traditional conceptualizations in ecology ignored
the fact that living systems operate under far-from-equilibrium
conditions (Holling 1973, Prigogine and Stengers 1984) and
viewed human systems only as external drivers of ecosystems, and
conversely, economics and other social sciences generally viewed
natural systems as nondynamic resources for extracting capital
gains or providing the basis for livelihoods. The gradual
conceptual development from separate environmental and
human systems to an understanding of intertwined complex
adaptive SES has changed how these relations and interactions
are viewed and subsequently studied, modeled, and governed
(Folke et al. 2005, Duit and Galaz 2008). The perception of SES
as integrated systems has become the basis of a mainstream
approach in the pursuit of addressing the challenges of navigating
toward more just and sustainable futures for humanity and the
Earth (Folke et al. 2011, 2016, Biggs et al. 2012, Levin et al. 2013,
Fischer et al. 2015).
Although the shift from a system to a CAS understanding of SES
occurred without significant disruption to the research field, this
shift has introduced profound consequences for the theoretical
and methodological assumptions that frame contemporary
knowledge of SES. Before discussing these implications, we
introduce a typology of six organizing principles that constitute
the basic, generally agreed-upon attributes and features of CAS.
We suggest that these organizing principles can help orientate and
guide new scholars in the field of SES research in understanding
the key features of CAS, as well as in identifying and developing
appropriate methods and approaches for studying SES. We argue
that this can help realize the potential of a complexity-based
understanding of SES and thus, help address the pressing
sustainability challenges of our time.
TOWARD A CONCEPTUAL TYPOLOGY FOR
CLASSIFYING THE UNDERLYING ORGANIZING
PRINCIPLES OF CAS
CAS-based research usually has at least two distinct ways of
engaging with the notion of CAS: doing research from a CAS
perspective (employing holistic or systemic theories or
approaches in observing and intervening in specific areas of
interest that appear to pose intractable or complex problems); or
doing research into the nature of CAS (focusing on how CAS as
phenomena in the world come into being and developing theories
and methods that explain the attributes and nature of CAS).
Investigating the nature of CAS involves gaining deeper insights
into the underlying mechanisms that bring about CAS behavior
and identifying the underlying causal explanations (Hammond
2017). We propose a general typology of six organizing principles
that underlie the observable attributes and features of CAS to
assist newcomers to the field of SES research in engaging with
the notion of CAS, as well as to provide a basis for interrogating
appropriate methods and approaches for studying SES.
Leading CAS authors (Table 1) have proposed a wide variety of
CAS attributes. Although these contributions aim to highlight
key features of CAS, it remains a challenge to judge which features
are necessary and sufficient when choosing approaches and
methods best suited to studying SES. Although definitions of

CAS attributes differ in terms of the selection and categorization
of features, there are some important commonalities. All
definitions point toward the fact that there are certain
distinguishable properties of CAS that are only observable when
viewed at a holistic systems level. These features are all examples
of systemic properties that do not reside in individual elements
or components of the systems. Moreover, the features identified
in the literature aim to account for the defining properties that
explain the behavior of CAS. This form of classification, often
called descriptive or epistemological, is based on identifying
features that describe phenomena according to salient structures
(Gnoli and Poli 2004, Woermann 2016).
In the absence of a universally accepted definition or unified
theory of CAS, we identified six underlying organizing principles
through which the numerous different CAS attributes proposed
in the literature can be categorized or clustered together (Table
2). The six principles provide a conceptual typology by which
similar salient features, properties, and behaviors of CAS can be
clustered together. The categorization is based on how the
organizing principles are conceptualized to cause CAS features
and attributes to come into being, in other words, how complexity
is generated as a systems property. Table 2 identifies which
epistemological features (i.e., the structures and causations that
can be studied and observed in real-world CAS) as identified in
Table 1, are associated with each organizing principle. The
principles offer a heuristic framework for making sense of, for
example, the diverse set of features listed in Table 1 (which is not
an exhaustive list of attributes listed in CAS literature). We argue
that such a conceptual typology can help organize our thinking
about how to recognize and engage with SES as CAS. As a
heuristic framework, the typology can be used to consolidate
knowledge of the features of CAS and inform methods and
approaches that depart from CAS-based perspectives. Moreover,
it can facilitate greater integration of knowledge, methods, and
practices that constitute the field of SES research.
The six organizing principles contribute to a general CAS-based
ontology for observing and studying SES and include the
following underlying causal explanations of CAS features: (1)
CAS are constituted relationally; (2) CAS have adaptive
capacities; (3) CAS behavior comes about as a result of dynamic
processes; (4) CAS are radically open; (5) CAS are determined
contextually; and (6) novel qualities emerge through complex
causality. The classification is based on an ontological reading of
CAS to discern general patterns and underlying causal
explanations (Gnoli and Poli 2004). The principles listed in Table
2, therefore, assume that the features and dynamics of CAS are a
feature of the real world and not the result of our limited
understanding of complex phenomena (Capra 2005, Poli 2013).
Our conceptual classification aims to describe CAS in terms of a
combination of their structure and causations (Poli and Seibt
2010). Structure includes the constituent parts (material and
nonmaterial) as well as the forces that organize part-whole
relations. Causations can be viewed as interactions that allow
elements to act upon and influence one another. The six
organizing principles are neither a new revised set of definitions
of CAS, nor a new set of properties of observed (as opposed to
modeled) systems or new normative guidelines concerning how
SES should be analyzed.
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Table 1. Overview of prominent authors’ classifications of complex adaptive systems (CAS) features, the characteristics they suggest
for identifying CAS, and how these respective classifications have influenced social-ecological systems (SES) research.
Author(s)
John Holland

List of features

1. Aggregation
2. Nonlinearity
3. Flows
4. Diversity
5. Tagging
6. Internal models
7. Building blocks
W. Brian Arthur, 1. Dispersed interaction
Steven Durlauf,
2. No global controller
and David Lane
3. Cross-cutting hierarchical
organization
4. Continual adaptation
5. Perpetual novelty
6. Out-of-equilibrium dynamics
Simon Levin
1. Sustained diversity and
individuality of components
2. Localized interactions among
components
3. An autonomous process that
selects from among those
components, based on the results
of local interactions
Paul Cilliers
1. Large number of heterogeneous
components
2. Dynamically interacting
components
3. Rich interaction of components
4. Nonlinear interaction
5. Abundance of (nonlinear)
feedback routes
6. No need for direct link for
interaction of distant elements
7. Complex adaptive systems as
open systems
8. Open systems operation under
conditions far from equilibrium
9. Vitally important system history
10. Subcomponents without access
to all the information in the system
Dominique Chu, 1. Internal inhomogeneity of the
Roger Strand, and system
Ragnar Fjelland
2. Adaptivity of agents in the
system
3. Nonlinear interactions between
parts of the system
4. Net-like causal structure of the
system
5. Radical openness
6. Contextuality

Rationale behind choice of features

Reference

Examples of SES literature
that draws on this framing

- To explain how interconnected parts
(Holland 1995)
can form a dynamic network with the
capacity to adapt in response to stimuli;
- To provide an overarching
explanatory model for conceptualizing
and modeling emergence.

(Norberg and Cumming
2008, Cumming 2014)

- To understand and study the economy (Arthur 1988, Arthur
as being an “adaptive nonlinear
et al. 1997)
network” (following Holland 1995);
- To distinguish a complexity approach
that is distinct from both equilibrium
and dynamical systems approaches.

(Costanza et al. 1993,
Costanza 1996, Westley et
al. 2011)

- To offer a more lenient definition of
(Levin 1998, 2005)
what elements and mechanisms
compose CAS;
- To define and model CAS behaviour
by focusing on the mechanisms that
allow complicated structures and
patterns of interaction between
components to emerge.
- To offer a more qualitative description (Cilliers 1998)
of CAS;
- To argue that the behavior of a
complex adaptive system as a whole is a
relational and emergent property;
- To help us make substantial claims
about the nature of complexity.

(Holling 2001, Norberg
2004, Levin et al. 2013,
Schoon and van der Leeuw
2015, Hagstrom and Levin
2017)

- To define common denominators of
(Chu et al. 2003)
CAS in terms of generators of
complexity;
- To focus more on properties of
complex systems, rather than the details
of mechanism;
-To encourage empirical investigations
into the presence and nature of radical
openness and contextuality.

(Cilliers et al. 2013, Peter
and Swilling 2014)

Principle 1: CAS are constituted relationally
A distinctive feature of CAS is that they are defined more by the
interactions among their constituent components than by the
components themselves (Wimsatt 1994, Biggs et al. 2010,
Kineman 2011, Nicholson and Dupré 2018). Relations can be
defined as processes of engagement, as well as the outcomes of
such processes. This implies that relations form the units of
analysis in CAS. Thus, recognizing that CAS are constituted
relationally acknowledges the fact that an element of a CAS is

(Audouin et al. 2013,
Cilliers et al. 2013, Rogers
et al. 2013)

not so much a thing as a process (Hammond 2017). Moreover,
the focus shifts to the nature of the relations between system
elements, and the interactions that occur between a system and
its wider environment. Relations shape and determine the
structure and function of CAS; the process of becoming, rather
than static states of being therefore distinguishes CAS. This
understanding is based on insights from systems biology (Boogerd
et al. 2007, Wolkenhauer and Muir 2011; Kauffman 2009,
unpublished manuscript, https://arxiv.org/pdf/0907.2492.pdf) and
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Table 2. Conceptual typology of the general underlying organizing principles of complex adaptive system (CAS) features.
Types of organizing principles that bring about CAS features

Related concepts and attributes that characterize CAS

1. Constituted relationally

Netlike structure, hierarchies, holarchic, diverse components, built-in redundancy,
heterogeneity.
Self-generation, self-organization, decentralized control, memory, evolutionary and
concurrent persistence and change (resilience), anticipatory capacities.
Far-from-equilibrium, multiple-trajectories possible, periods of fast and slow change
(punctuated equilibria), nonlinear interactions, attractors, thresholds, tipping points,
regime shifts, feedback loops (enabling and constraining), cross-scale interactions.
Porous boundaries, embeddedness, nestedness, exchange of matter, information,
energy, teleconnections.
Function changes as system changes, components with multiple context dependent
identities.
Circular/recursive causality, large webs of causality, multiple pathways of causality,
high levels of stochasticity, same starting conditions that produce different outcomes,
emergent properties.

2. Adaptive capacities
3. Dynamic processes

4. Radically open
5. Contextually determined
6. Novel qualities emerge through complex causality

process philosophy (Whitehead 1979, DeLanda 2006, Smith and
Jenks 2006) as well as other systems disciplines (Morin 2008, Wells
2013, Boulton et al. 2015, Edson et al. 2017).
Relational networks do not constitute only material structures
(Capra 2005), but are functional networks of relationships that
come about as the result of interactive patterns of processes.
Systems can also be connected to, or nested in, other systems,
representing hierarchies of relations at different scales (Holland
1995, Cilliers 1998, Levin 1999). Recognizing that relations form
networks of causal effects that are generative of complex
structures and processes, implies that CAS are brought about
through process-dependent interactions on multiple scales. These
interactions allow CAS to self-organize and produce adaptive,
dynamic, and emergent behavioral patterns (Folke 2006).
Principle 2: CAS have adaptive capacities
CAS adapt over time in response to feedbacks from interactions
between system elements, and between elements and their
environment. The connections between elements and how these
relations give shape to the structure and function of a system are
sustained by self-generating organizational capacities (Rosen
1991, Günther and Folke 1993, Morin 1999, Levin 2005, Fox
Keller 2008). Different parts of a system are linked through
patterns of organization that emerge in response to contextual
changes in the system and its environment, giving the system the
capacity to adapt to such changes. The history of how CAS evolve
and adapt is captured in the systems’ memory at various temporal
and spatial scales and plays an important role in defining the state
of the system as well as affecting its future trajectories (Cilliers
1998, Gunderson and Holling 2002).
Principle 3: Dynamic processes generate CAS behavior
The dynamic interactions that constitute CAS and their relations
with the environment are nonlinear, which means that the
magnitude of a system’s outputs cannot be measured in direct
proportionality to the magnitude of its causes (Prigogine and
Stengers 1984, Holling 2001, Levin et al. 2013). A rich repertoire
of systemic behavior is caused by nonlinear feedback loops that
can either dampen or amplify perturbations both internally and
between the system and its environment. Slow and fast variables
are present and these form cross-scale, nonlinear, reinforcing, or
negative feedbacks that allow multiple stable states to exist with

various interlinked system-dependent thresholds. The notion of
nonlinearity is, therefore, a precursor for unpredictability and
uncertainty and thus, makes prediction and control of CAS
particularly difficult (Gallopín et al. 2001, Carpenter et al. 2015).
Principle 4: CAS are radically open
From von Bertalanffy’s description of living systems (von
Bertalanffy 1968), we know that CAS are open systems. In other
words, energy, information, and matter are exchanged between
the system and its environment. However, defining the boundaries
of CAS is not a trivial undertaking because CAS interact with
their milieu in such a way that it becomes almost impossible to
discern which components belong inside the system and which
belong to the broader environment (Juarrero 2002, Chu et al.
2003, Cilliers 2008). Moreover, identifying a system (or
establishing the boundary conditions) (Midgley and Pinzón 2011)
is often a function of the perspective of the observer (Cilliers
2001). The boundary is permeable and allows for communication
through a flow of energy and information between a system and
its surroundings. Neither the nature nor the place of the boundary
is easily determinable. This means that what happens within the
boundaries of what observers deem to be CAS, invariably affects
the milieu or broader environment through feedback loops or
teleconnections (Schellnhuber 1999).
The concept of the Anthropocene is a good example of the notion
of radical openness. Research on the Anthropocene has revealed
that the biosphere does not simply form the backdrop upon which
humans and all living organisms exist (Steffen et al. 2011). Human
actions shape reality beyond their sphere of direct influence,
affecting much larger systems and thus shaping the biosphere in
numerous ways from local to global scales (Folke et al. 2016).
Principle 5: CAS are contextually determined
The internal structure of CAS emerges from patterns of dynamic
interaction between system elements on the one hand, and
between the elements and their wider environment, on the other.
Unlike systems characterized by linear processes that can be
effectively isolated from external influence, CAS have external
structures or boundary conditions that are as much a part of the
complex system as the internal structure (Juarrero and Lissack
2000, Cilliers 2001). As a result, CAS are context dependent and
emerge as a result of relations that are defined by functions and
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Table 3. Differences between complicated systems and complex adaptive systems (based on Poli 2013).
Complicated Systems

Complex Adaptive Systems

Causes can be individually distinguished in terms of linear cause-and- No clearly distinguishable cause-and-effect pathways can be discerned because
effect pathways.
behavioral patterns result from networks of multiple interacting causes; parts
are multiply-connected.
For each input to the system there is a proportionate output.
Outputs are not proportionally related to inputs; minor changes in a
controlling driver can cause abrupt, system-wide reorganization.
Structural parts and their functional relations can be decomposed
Structural parts are multifunctional; the same function can be performed by
piece by piece.
different structural parts, therefore, the one-structure-one-function assumption
does not hold.
Relevant systemic interactions can be controlled, and the problems
Dynamic interactions are such that small inputs may result in disproportionate
they present admit permanent solutions.
effects that produce unintended consequences that lead to high levels of
surprise and uncertainty; any intervention changes the system and causes new
challenges.

contexts (Juarrero 1999). As the context changes, the system will
change and elements in the system may take on a different role or
function. A CAS and its components, therefore, have multiple
context dependent identities (Chu et al. 2003, Zellmer et al. 2006).
Moreover, these functions often conflict, triggering unintended
consequences in the system’s behavior. As a consequence, the
function of a system can be restricted or enhanced by changing
the environment in which it is embedded (Poli 2013).
Principle 6: Novel qualities emerge through complex causality
Cause and effect interactions in CAS are not unidirectional or
linear, but marked by complex recursive causal pathways (Rasch
and Knodt 1994). System outputs can function as inputs, and
small effects might have large causes and vice versa (Cilliers 1998).
These emergent properties are exhibited by the system as a whole
and cannot be attributed to the properties of individual
components. Moreover, systems cannot be understood nor their
behavior predicted on the sole basis of information relating to
their individual parts (Heylighen et al. 2007, Cilliers 2008, Preiser
and Cilliers 2010, Wells 2013, Capra and Luisi 2014, Hammond
2017). Emergent system properties trigger creativity, novelty, and
evolution in CAS (Biggs et al. 2012, Montuori 2003, Poli 2013,
Wells 2013). Owing to the relations in CAS, nonlinear effects not
only have causal agency, but also result in cascading effects or
“causal spread” (Wheeler and Clark 1999), when a particular
phenomenon becomes unexpectedly dependent on causal factors
that were initially deemed unrelated to it.
Emergent complex causality lies at the heart of the difference
between complicated systems and CAS (Table 3). Complicated
systems follow linear cause and effect processes of organization.
As Poli (2013) argues, complicated systems can be analyzed
through structural analysis, meaning that a particular system can
be dismantled into its constituent parts. Behavioral effects can be
traced back to material causes, and for each input into the system,
there is a corresponding and proportionate output. Changes in
the behavior of complicated systems can be measured and
modeled through formal equations, as well as compared through
statistical relations between the variables that describe these
systems. Problems that emerge from multiple interacting relations
in CAS are difficult to distinguish individually and the challenges
they present cannot be definitively solved. Interventions can have
disproportionately small or large effects and frequently generate
new problems as a result of unintended consequences of the

intervention (Allenby and Sarewitz 2011, Poli 2013). CAS are,
therefore, qualitatively different to complicated systems, and not
simply extreme forms of these, as summarized in Table 3 (Poli
2013).
These six organizing principles form the foundation for
conceptualizing a CAS-based ontology and offer an alternative
to that of Newtonian metaphysics by giving ontological
legitimacy to the relations and emergent, nonlinear organizing
processes that constitute CAS. Ontological complexity implies
that emergent properties and patterns of behavior are real and do
not exist independently from the parts or agents that constitute
these phenomena (Casti 1997, Preiser and Cilliers 2010). A
complexity-based ontology recognizes both the functional and
relational dependency between structurally integrated components
of the system and the systemic environment or context. The
properties of CAS come about and change because of the
interplay between the adaptive responses of the components, the
emergent properties of the whole, and the context in which they
operate. Simultaneous bottom-up, top-down, multilevel
interactions between different spatial, as well as temporal scales,
result in the codetermination of CAS structures and patterns of
behavior that emerge over time (Levin et al. 2013).
IMPLICATIONS FOR SOCIAL-ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS
RESEARCH APPROACHES AND METHODS
Understanding the nature of SES as CAS poses new frontiers for
studying, governing, and influencing SES (Biggs et al. 2015b,
Bodin 2017, Österblom et al. 2017). Because our knowledge of
SES is partial and diverges over time, the best strategy for
developing an integrated understanding of SES is to explore a
variety of models that span a broad spectrum of methodologies
and disciplinary divides (Cilliers 2002, Poli 2013, Tengö et al.
2014). A CAS-based epistemology comprises a range of scientific
theories and frameworks (Chapman 2016) that can describe,
unpack, and confirm the complex features and dynamics of CAS.
Therefore, researchers should use methods of inquiry and
knowledge-generating practices that draw from a plurality of
relevant epistemologies and frameworks (Mitchell 2004, Tengö et
al. 2014, Reyers et al. 2015).
We suggest that studying and engaging with SES as CAS offers
the following three key implications: (1) a shift in terms of what
should be studied and considered during any framing or analysis
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of SES; (2) knowing that the nature of reality is complex has real
consequences for how we choose methods and practical
approaches when observing and studying intertwined socialecological relations; and (3) engagement with SES as CAS poses
certain practical and normative challenges.
Shifting the focus of study
Observation of systemic behavior in CAS calls for exploring and
experimenting with conceptual and practical tools that enable a
shift in the focus of study (Capra and Luisi 2014):
. From characteristics of parts to systemic properties: This
involves a shift from studying the characteristics of parts in
isolation to looking at systemic properties that emerge from
the underlying patterns of organization. Systemic properties
are destroyed when dissected (Rosen 1991) because emergent
properties cannot be decomposed into the properties of their
constituent parts.
. From objects to relations: Systems properties emerge
through dynamic patterns of interaction. Thus, the
underlying organizational processes, connections, and
emergent behavioral patterns are important to understand
(Juarrero 2002).
. From closed to open systems: Complex phenomena are
embedded in networks and hierarchies through which there
is a continuous exchange of information, energy, and
material. Therefore, there is no clear inside or outside of SES
because all entities are connected through processes of
organization on different spatial and temporal scales.
. From measuring to capturing and assessing complexity:
Complex phenomena are constituted relationally through
dynamic interactions that form emergent patterns of
behavior. Thus, a perceptual shift is necessary that enables
us to capture and understand relationships (Capra and Luisi
2014) that cannot be measured in terms of material causes.
Moreover, through the dynamic mapping and assessing of
relations, connections, and multiple complex causal
pathways, we can trace configurations and characterize
networks, cycles, and cross-scale interactions. These efforts
can elucidate how SES are constituted relationally and how
patterns of behavior emerge. This can in turn facilitate our
ability to anticipate adaptive and transformative behavior
and pathways.
. From observation to intervention: CAS are contextualized
and constituted relationally, and information about systems
properties and dynamics cannot be separated from the
organizational properties defining a system. The study of
SES implies a process of framing the boundaries of the
system that is observer-dependent and entails intervention
that is quite different from that of objective observation
(Cilliers 2002, Midgley and Richardson 2007).
Choice of methods and practical approaches for studying SES
Knowing that the nature of reality is complex has real
consequences for how we choose methods and practical
approaches for observing, analyzing, and modeling real-world,
intertwined social-ecological relations. In fact, a CAS-based
approach introduces a different way of thinking about the world
and how to understand our place in it. Although it does not

provide us with a foolproof, best-practice manual for how to
design research projects or change interventions (Preiser and
Cilliers 2010), CAS-based thinking does provide some general
premises that may reduce the tendencies toward oversimplifying
reality, or analyzing systems in ways that generate misleading
conclusions.
To produce empirically valid and meaningful data and
interpretations of the diversity of the features and properties of
SES, we need to expose and understand the underlying causal
relationships, patterns, and processes that generate systemic
behavior, patterns, and events that govern anthropogenic and
nonanthropogenic drivers and social-ecological conditions
(Capra 2005, Österblom et al. 2013). Deciding which methods
and models are appropriate is not obvious, and choices are often
made on subjective grounds such as experience, usefulness, or
even intuition (Mingers 2000, Audouin et al. 2013, Cilliers et al.
2013).
Based on the six organizing principles identified in this paper, we
have identified key implications for choosing CAS-based
approaches and methods (Table 4), and compared these with
potential research methods and approaches that seem suited to
addressing the implications of these assumptions. This list of
methods is not complete. This comparison of methods and
approaches in terms of their organizing principles can help
orientate students and researchers to suitable methods for
research into SES properties. It also helps to point to the kind of
methodological innovations needed to advance our understanding
of SES and the features and mechanisms that produce systemic
properties, patterns, and dynamics. Based on the implications of
the six organizing principles, the following practical
considerations should guide any study of SES as CAS:
. The nature and structure of relationships between
components in a system has to be considered explicitly;
. Systems adapt and change, and this should be anticipated,
even if not easily predicted;
. Systems behavior is amplified or dampened by feedback
loops that can lead to tipping points, regime shifts, and
feedback structures;
. SES are inherently unpredictable and deeply uncertain;
. External variables could have important influences on a
system’s behavior but cannot be included in the model;
. System components have multiple functions that change
when context changes;
. Cause-and-effect interactions cannot be traced in linear and
isolated causal trajectories.
Engagement with CAS poses certain normative challenges
There is no stepping outside of complexity and thus, there is no
framework of frameworks that can claim objective engagement.
Any engagement with CAS is based on the act of choosing a
specific entry point, framework, or approach. This choice does
not need to be arbitrary in any way, but the status of the
framework (and the framework itself) should not be used as the
basis for making claims about knowledge as being truly objective
(Ulrich 1994, Midgley 2003, Preiser and Cilliers 2010, Woermann
and Cilliers 2012). As the context in which a particular framework
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Table 4. Key implications of the six organizing principles for choosing potential complex adaptive systems (CAS)-based methods and
approaches.
Organizing principles that
bring about CAS features

Implications for choosing CAS-based methods and
approaches

Considerations for potential methods and research
approaches

1. Constituted relationally

The nature and structure of relationships between
components in a system have to be considered explicitly;

- Establish the nature of relations and structure of
networks and connectivities by means of relational system
analyses;
- Foster trust and collaboration across a variety of
networks;
- Support communication platforms to maintain
connectivity and interaction;
- Create integrative frameworks and methods to assess
relations and connectivity;
- Assess and capture heterogeneity and redundancy.

Collaboration depends strongly on the structure of social
networks and the flow of information within them;
Diversity is key and allows for different kinds of
interactions to take place.

2. Adaptive

Over time, the structures and functions of systems change;
Multiple modes of reorganization are possible when
systems undergo change;
Adaptive capacity results from a system’s ability to learn
and have memory;
Change happens through adaptation, evolution, and
transformation;
Control is not located in one isolated element of the
system, but spread throughout the nodes and relations of
the system.

3. Dynamic

System behavior is amplified or dampened by feedback
loops, and can lead to tipping points and regimes shifts;
Feedback structures are responsible for the changes we
experience over time;
Structures and processes are also linked across scales;
CAS are inherently unpredictable and deeply uncertain.

4. Radically open

External variables could have important influences on
system behavior but cannot be included in the models of
the system;
Projects and geographical locations are not closed and
isolated entities;
Systems create and maintain their own boundaries that do
not separate but intimately connect the system with its
environment;
Any modeled system is embedded in a larger system;
Unknown variables could have important influences on
system behavior;

Examples: network analysis, agent-based modeling,
diverse spatial analysis techniques (particularly
connectivity analysis), participatory systems analysis,
mental modeling, Bayesian belief networks, fuzzy
cognitive maps, social-ecological inventories.
- Guard against rigid planning and strategy design and
implement adaptive comanagement practices that foster
iterative learning and participatory collaborative processes
of engagement;
- Cultivate social and embedded learning experiences;
- Support capacities that allow for self-organizing
processes;
- Develop holistic frameworks that favor synthesis rather
than analysis
- Foster responses that are flexible in redefining outcomes
as necessary;
- Assess resilience and anticipate possible future
organizational patterns and pathways.
Examples: functional type mapping, simulations, scenario
development, adaptive object modeling, causal loop
modeling
- Map systemic feedbacks across different spatial and
temporal scales;
- Assess which mechanisms build or inhibit systemic
agency and resilience;
- Identify systemic thresholds, traps, and indicators that
could help detect possible regime shifts;
- Expect surprise and unintended consequences when
intervening in CAS;
- Capture spatial and temporal cross-scale dynamics
- Investigate thresholds and tipping points.
Examples: systems dynamic modeling, agent-based
modeling, Bayesian belief networks, time series analysis.
- Show awareness that the project will influence and shape
systems and realities that are situated outside of the scope
of the project’s aims and objectives;
- Assess teleconnections and the effects of the flow of
energy, matter, and information to demonstrate how
systems are embedded in other systems;
- Construct system boundaries by means of the modeling
process whilst knowing that we cannot assume that
external connections do not affect the system under
observation.
Examples: anticipatory future studies methods (horizon
scanning, bottom-up scenarios, back-casting), historical
reconstruction methods, qualitative comparative case
study analysis, participatory mapping, institutional
analysis.

Expect uncertainty and surprise.

(con'd)
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5. Contextual

All CAS are context dependent;
Systemic components have multiple functions that change
when the context changes;
Context is not a passive backdrop to a system, but an
active agent in itself, which enables or inhibits systemic
agency;
Context itself has agency in shaping meaning.

6. Complex causality

- Foster iterative processes of meaning-making that
facilitate dialogue to include multiple perspectives from a
wide range of stakeholders;
- Use multiple-evidence based data sources to cocreate
and integrate knowledge bases;
- Develop provisional frameworks that are context
dependent and can be reworked when contexts change;
- Build capacity to navigate and understand multiple and
contested normative agendas;
- Explore participatory research methods where research
is embedded in fostering knowledge cocreation;
- Develop and use games to simulate and anticipate
multiple different outcomes and system trajectories.

Examples: transdisciplinary research methods,
participatory action research, case studies, participatory
games, participatory mapping, participant observation,
climate simulation games, telemetry.
Cause-and-effect cannot be traced in linear causal
- Engage methods that can illustrate a better
trajectories;
understanding of emergent and unexpected phenomena;
- Explore causes that may have multiple starting points
Expect complex emergent behavior;
and pathways;
- Anticipate alternative future pathways and innovations
Wicked problems cannot be solved in a piecemeal way; any by engaging scenarios and future foresight approaches.
intervention will result in unintended consequences;
Examples: adaptive management, adaptive governance,
Adoption of a complexity-based frame of mind in
participatory narrative inquiry, dialogue workshops,
considering innovative practice and new decision
participant observation, social-ecological experiments.
possibilities.

is to be used changes, it should be revised to integrate
understanding and experiences gained.
Knowledge of CAS in a given moment in time is, therefore,
provisional and calls for modesty both in terms of the frameworks
and models used. At the same time, CAS knowledge has the
transformational potential to expose exploitative and overly
confident conventional disciplinary regimes and practices (Ulrich
1994, Holling et al. 1998, Cilliers 2005a, Midgley and Richardson
2007, Rajagopalan and Midgley 2015) while offering voice and
agency to alternative knowledge streams (Tengö et al. 2014).
Because CAS thinking does not provide access to a fixed, objective
position from where we can impose values and moral principles,
we need new normative constellations (Forst 2011) that are
cognizant of how humans and nature are constituted relationally
(Folke et al. 2016). This entails accepting that our decisions are
based on partial knowledge, and also means that potentially
adverse outcomes might occur as a result of our inability to know
everything. It also acknowledges that responsibility cannot be
removed from the researcher when making judgements and
choices about approaches and methods to use when addressing
problem situations, to ensure the best possible exploration or
intervention (Cilliers 2005b, Preiser et al. 2017).
Conventional theories of change and transformation often
suggest that interventions can be made from an objective position
in the management and control of system trajectories. Traditional
research approaches seek to understand the world in order to be
better able to predict and control a volatile and uncertain external
environment and in doing so, assume an objective or detached
position in relation to the phenomena under observation. This
assumption of objectivity marginalizes considerations of values
and subjective experience (Hammond 2005). From a CAS-based

perspective, it is problematic to make truth claims from such
assumptions (Rogers et al. 2013). Systemic change seldom comes
about by following rules and regulations in a programmatic way,
but can best be anticipated when reflected upon. This often
involves participatory approaches, as well as collaborative
governance strategies to navigate the surprise and uncertainty that
may result (Carpenter et al. 2009, Folke et al. 2016).
Engaging with real-world problems from a CAS-based
perspective does not favor or call for practices or approaches
founded on constructivist worldviews that propagate relativism.
In fact, the contrary is the case. The argument against relativism
is grounded in the observation that CAS are not chaotic systems.
For a system to have meaning, it needs structure and organizing
processes that result in recognizable patterns of behavior which,
in turn, exert certain constraints on the system. Rules or norms
are examples of such constraints, but these are enabling
constraints that allow for interaction. If there were no rules or
norms, societies or systems would fall apart. Thus, constraints are
related to both the structure and function of a CAS and the
enabling capacities and contexts in which it exists and develops
(Cilliers 1998). Norms are, in fact, the result of complex and
dynamic interactions and constitute context-sensitive constraints
that enable us to act. Such an understanding of normative agency
does not commit us to either relativism or random choice because
all positions or models are not equally acceptable (Preiser and
Cilliers 2010, Woermann and Cilliers 2012).
CAS-based approaches provide guidelines to proceed differently
in this world and call for more inclusive and integrative modes of
engaging with real-world problems that are cognizant of how
human well-being is embedded in the biosphere. The call to engage
in biosphere-based sustainability science (Folke et al. 2016)
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therefore introduces an ethical imperative to create novel forms
of collaborative agency and alternative moral constructs. For
example, the concept of interdependence should become a central
component of any decision-making framework informing
sustainable development interventions. Actively implementing
strategies that favor the integration of nature, society, and
technology should become a core social norm in policy-making
debates. Participatory and collaborative multistakeholder
processes that foster dialogue and knowledge cocreation and the
development of more systemic awareness among the members of
different communities should be encouraged above top-down
decision-making processes (Hammond 2005). These practices
should be based on the recognition of the relational
interdependencies of SES in navigating action and decisionmaking processes in the Anthropocene.
CONCLUSION
Researchers and practitioners are challenged to explore new
avenues for studying and engaging with SES in ways that can
contribute to addressing pressing sustainability challenges of our
time. The gap that remains between models of the world and the
world as it is (undisclosed), and our ability to engage with SES in
ways that bring about meaningful change, should inspire
creativity in problem solving endeavors. Given that it is not
possible to develop best-practice manuals that contain rule-based
formulas for dealing with complexity, the encounter with complex
adaptive SES leaves us in a space where we are beckoned to
respond and act in ways that allow for rigorous and novel
conceptual framings. In addition, we are called to search for
practical tools that can deepen our understanding of the rapidly
changing and intertwined social-ecological dynamics of the
Anthropocene.
In this paper, we have proposed a typology of six organizing
principles that capture the underlying assumptions of a CAS
ontology. An awareness of the fundamental interdependence of
all phenomena that are embedded in the cyclical processes of
living systems has significant implications for how the relations
between social and ecological systems are conceptualized (Folke
et al. 2002, 2016, McAlpine et al. 2015). A complexity-based
ontology stops us from seeing humans as positioned outside or
above nature, which is only valued in terms of its usefulness to
social systems. Instead, humans are seen to be fundamentally
embedded in natural systems and to profoundly affect the Earth
system and its biosphere (Steffen et al. 2011, 2015). Examples of
emergent properties in real-world systems are the following:
poverty in social and economic systems; food insecurity in
agricultural and economic systems; and compromised immunity
in human biological systems.
A CAS-based ontology suggests that the relation between social
and ecological systems are conceptualized as linked and thus as
inseparable ontological entities. They can also be conceptualized
as intricate assemblages (DeLanda 2006) of connections or
intertwined, complex, and adaptive SES (Folke et al. 2016). This
emphasizes the inevitable connectivity and interdependencies of
causal networks that are marked by a constant movement of
conjunction and merging together to form a generic state of causal
structures characterizing the intertwined nature of SES.
SES are multiply connected through material and nonmaterial or
functional processes in which the same constellation can have

many different components and dynamics working toward
stabilizing the system. At the same time, other interactions will
be forcing the system to change or even transform its identity (or
capacities) into a different constellation (DeLanda 2006). In fact,
the same agent may simultaneously participate in opposing
processes by exercising different sets of capacities or values.
Complex adaptive SES are liminal phenomena and thus, the
process of identifying any constellation of intertwined
interactions that are context-dependent and expandable at any
level or scale is always the product of being embedded in the
complex web of relations that link knower and known (Cilliers
1998, Hammond 2005).
A fundamental understanding of SES as CAS allows us to engage
and develop theoretical and methodological orientations that are
cognizant of the organizing principles underlying the generation
of the complex patterns and dynamics in real-world SES. The six
organizing principles we propose provide a conceptual typology
of key CAS features that can be used as a heuristic framework to
help orientate researchers, practitioners, and decision makers in
choosing appropriate research methods and approaches suited to
the study of the specific properties, features, and mechanisms of
real-world SES challenges. It also highlights the need for further
research into understanding the assumptions, implications, and
methodological challenges the six organizing principles pose for
studying SES. SES research methods grounded in CAS-based
approaches will not provide fool-proof strategies that can be
utilized blindly in the search for answers to difficult questions
(Ostrom 2007). However, we hope that synthesizing the core
features of CAS and unpacking their implications for what we
choose to study, the types of methods and approaches we use, and
the normative frameworks we adopt, will assist researchers, policy
makers, and practitioners to undertake research and interventions
that can help navigate the uncertainties of the Anthropocene
toward more resilient and sustainable futures.
__________
[1]

See Brian Castellani’s mapping of the network of concepts and
fields of study that is shaping the complexity paradigm: http://
www.art-sciencefactory.com/complexity-map_feb09.html
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